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Abstract—This Full Paper in the Research Category evaluates
the use of remixing in Scratch. A feature of the Scratch programming environment is that it supports students to share their code
and “remix” (modify) other students’ code. Remixing in Scratch
has garnered much attention by the research community as use
of collaboration for learning was one of the main ideas behind
Scratch. It can provide opportunities to read others’ code, learn
how features can be implemented using the Scratch language,
and contribute to the program. It can also prevent students from
engaging with the code if they copy an existing program that
does what they are trying to do without needing modification.
The literature shows mixed results regarding use of remixes in
Scratch. We have investigated at a large scale what happens
in practice by analysing thousands of student programs shared
through the Scratch online repository. As well as replicating prior
work on a larger scale to show the impact of remixing on learning
programming skills through Lines of Code (LOC) and repertoire
of block usage, we also measure the use of elementary patterns
(common combinations of commands). We track the progress of
each project through its remixes and compare the results between
the root version and the final version.
Index Terms—programming patterns; Scratch; primary school
students

I. I NTRODUCTION
Scratch was designed and created with collaboration as its
one of the main features [1]. It has enjoyed considerable
success, and has given millions of students experience with
programming. More than 37 million projects have been shared
in the online community, and over 35 million users have been
registered on the Scratch website since it was launched, and
these numbers are still very much growing. In this research
we examine the programming skills that students develop,
particularly their repertoire and use of elementary patterns,
taking account of how those skills are exercised in the context
of programs built using “remixes” of other students’ work.
“Remixing” is a key form of collaboration in Scratch, where
a student takes a copy of another student’s program, and
modifies it in their own space, which can then be further shared
with others for remixing. The literature offers two sides of the
same picture when it comes to remixing of work. Working
with peers has been linked to higher quality results, and there

is evidence in the literature to support this argument [2], [3],
including when learning computer programming [4]. On the
other hand, there is some evidence that increased collaboration
doesn’t necessarily bring out the best results, and in fact
can lead to poorer products [5], [6], and any form of peer
instruction needs to be structured well to succeed. In this
study we offer analysis of what is happening in publicly shared
projects, especially those involving remixing, to explore what
remixes do and don’t achieve in Scratch.
Remixing in Scratch has been the recipient of much attention and the idea of peer supported learning clearly has
merit, but results have been mixed so far. Remixing has been
shown to promote learning [7] but there is also a danger that
if there is poor coding style or hidden bugs in a project, these
might also propagate to remixed projects and contribute in
learning bad programming practices, contrary to the goal of
remixing [8]. In this study we build upon the results from prior
studies on remixing in Scratch, and attempt to present a clearer
picture through measuring the use of elementary patterns in
remixes. While Scratch may not be intended to teach more
structured programming style such as controlled loops, it has
all the features needed, and has been used in context where
such skills are expected to the learnt [9], which raises the
question of whether examples of these patterns appear in the
examples that students are remixing, and if they are learning
from them.
The elementary patterns [10] chosen for this study (see Table I) reflect common simple programming constructs needed
to access the full capabilities of computation. They are adapted
from the work of Bergin [11], [12], and Astrachan and
Wallingford [13], with the “Search” pattern added to allow
for a simpler form of linear search that doesn’t require a
collection.
Previous studies have tried to measure the impact of remixes
on learning and skill progression mainly on the basis of occurrence of atomic programming constructs belonging to different
categories. These studies didn’t measure the sophistication of
programs in depth. When we talk about remixing leading to
learning and skill progression there must be enough evidence

in the data to suggest the same, and while learning more blocks
in Scratch is an achievement, learning structures for putting
them together is also an important element of programming
— learning and skill progression should lead to more sophisticated use of programming and programming elements.
We address this by adding an extra layer of sophistication
to previous studies by using elementary patterns to analyze
programs.
TABLE I
PATTERNS USED IN ANALYSIS

Loop Patterns
Process All Items (pal) Process all items in a collection (such as a
list or file)
Search Loop and stop when a condition is met
Linear Search (ls) Loop over a collection and stop when a condition is met
Guarded Linear Search (gls) Loop over a collection, stop when
a condition is met and provide an alternative action if the
condition is not met
Loop and a Half (laah) Loop over a collection until a sentinel is
reached (the number of items in the collection is not known in
advance)
Polling Loop (pl) Ask the user to enter a value, then loop until the
user enters a valid value
Selection Patterns
Whether or Not (if) Use an if statement without an else part to
test a condition; there are no other actions to do instead of this
one
Alternative Action (ifelse) Use an if statement with an else
part; exactly one of the two actions is appropriate based on
a condition
Unrelated Choice (nestedif) Executing several actions that each
have associated conditions; each condition/action pair is decided
independently
Independent Choice (nestedif) Use nested if statements when
only one action must be taken and the action depends on several
independent factors

We analyzed around 1.5 million Scratch projects and only
selected projects that were remixes (not original), and then
worked our way back to the root of series of remixes to
investigate how many levels of remix each project had, and the
effect of levels of remixes on the project, particularly how the
original and remixed projects compared with respect to lines
of codes (LOC, which in Scratch is the number of blocks in
a program) and use of elementary patterns. Use of elementary
patterns and the resulting change (if any) between original and
remixed will indicate how much progress a user makes based
on the use of patterns. An important thing to consider is the
increase in the LOC might not necessarily show an increase in
programming skills, and in fact the opposite might be true as
better programming skills can lead to using fewer LOC, with
better use of sophisticated programming constructs. Therefore,
using elementary patterns is more compelling for measuring
sophistication, since an increase in LOC may simply reflect
bad practice, such as copying and pasting a sequence of
instructions over and over.
The analysis below is divided in two parts; in the first part

we re-test the hypotheses from a previous study based on
repertoire and the use of CT concepts for all Scratch projects
shared by a sample of users, comparing remixed and original
projects. This analysis is covered in section III. In the second
part we measure the progression in skills through students’
use of elementary patterns, by tracking the changes from the
root project to the final version of the project; this is covered
in section IV.
For the sake of accuracy, in section V we also consider the
difference in the total number of blocks between each remix
in the second part of the analysis for projects having a remix
depth of greater than 1. This is because there could be any
number of remixes between the root and remixed projects, and
one of the remixes might have totally changed the appearance
from the root project.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
The study in [14] tries to measure the progression of Scratch
users over time. They make use of four models to come up
with the results. The first one is Onion model [15], [16] used
to measure social skills of Scratch users. The second one
was an adapted version of a competence model [17], [18] to
compute breadth, depth, and finesse. Breadth and depth was
measured by counting the distinct categories and the number
of primitives within each category respectively. Finesse was
measured by counting the type of problems solved but it was
essentially measuring similar primitives to breadth and depth.
The third model derived from their own work; [19], [20]
tries to measure the abstraction but end up measuring all the
primitives used in Scratch due to the absence of macros and
functions in Scratch. The fourth and the last model adapted
the COCOMO model [21] to measure progression based on
the saved history of projects. We use elements from each of
these models (not in exactly the same form) for the purpose
of this study. The results of this study [14] showed a negative
trend for technical skill progression, although Matias et al. [22]
revisited the work done by Scaffidi and Chambers [14] and
obtained opposite results to some of their findings.
III. R EPERTOIRE A NALYSIS
Dasgupta et al. [7] have shown that remixing can be
beneficial in learning computational thinking concepts. Their
analysis is based on two hypotheses that largely measure the
growth in the number of programming block types (“repertoire”), and the use of particular programming concepts.
To replicate these results, we analyzed all projects shared
by 9,141 users, selected randomly from the list of users used
in [23]. To match the work we were replicating, we kept the
standard blocks provided by Scratch for analysis and discarded
any custom blocks (even though they might represent a higher
form of sophistication). We used the Scratch API to get the
code of all Scratch projects by each user in JSON format,
and then used text parsing in Python to look for the presence
of each block type. As in the work being replicated [7], we
measured the cumulative repertoire of a user, which is the
total number of distinct blocks that they showed in all of

their shared projects to date. Table II shows the cumulative
repertoire observed.
TABLE II
C OMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS
Current
Past [7]

M: 34
M: 23

mean: 35
mean: 28

std: 20
std: 21

R: [0, 131]
R: [0, 142]

These differ somewhat from the results being replicated [7]
— the median and mean values are higher in our results,
whereas the standard deviation is similar. The difference could
be due to many factors. Scratch version 1.4 was in use until
2012, so earlier work may have a higher proportion of version
1.4 programs. A number of blocks that were available in
Scratch 1.4 have either been depreciated or merged into other
blocks. Most of the projects analyzed by us are after 2012, and
created with Scratch 2.0. Also, the popularity of Scratch has
increased enormously over the years and it is quite possible
that people have been using and sharing projects in Scratch
more frequently than was the case in 2012. In Scratch 1.4
there were 128 blocks in total excluding variations, while in
current version of Scratch there are 119 blocks. How variations
of different blocks was analyzed could also be a cause of the
difference, and our analysis is based on users who have at
least one non-empty project (so the minimum repertoire is 1
as compared to 0 in the study being replicated [7]).
To see the impact of remixing on the block repertoire we
plot (Figure 1) the number of remixes against the cumulative
repertoire (this addresses hypothesis H1 in the prior study,
which was that changes in a users programming repertoire will
be larger when she has engaged in more remixing activity).
We didn’t calculate the control variables, as the purpose in
this case is to look at the activity of remixing. Out of 9,141
users selected for analysis, 57% had engaged in remixing.
The graph suggests that number of remixes have no substantial impact on repertoire except in extreme cases, or least
the relationship is not very clear. To get a better picture we
calculate averages and compare the graphs of users who had
no remix vs. the users who had at least one remixed against
the cumulative repertoire.
Out of 9,141 users, 3,884 had no projects that were remixes
of any other project, while 5,257 users had one or more
remixed projects. The comparison of users who had remixed
projects versus the users with no remixes is shown in Table III,
which shows that there is a much larger cumulative repertoire
for users who had remixed one or more projects. The average
cumulative repertoire for the users with one or more remixes
is 41, whereas the users with no remixes score 27 on the same
measure. This evidence could suggest that remixing is promoting learning (the use of more programming blocks) but it could

TABLE III
R EPERTOIRE FOR REMIX VS . NO REMIX
remix
no remix

M: 41
M: 25

mean: 41
mean: 27

std: 21
std: 16

R: [1, 131]
R: [1, 104]

Fig. 1. Repertoire for remix vs. no remix; regression line shown in red

also mean that users are just copying other people’s code and
using it without making any changes or understanding it. To
investigate this, in Table IV we show the average cumulative
repertoire for all users involved in remixing activity, but only
in their original projects and excluding their remixed projects,
compared with the averages of users with no remixing.
TABLE IV
R EPERTOIRE FOR REMIX VS . NO REMIX ( ORIGINAL FILES OF REMIXERS
ONLY )
remix
no remix

M: 25
M: 25

mean: 27
mean: 27

std: 22
std: 16

R: [1, 131]
R: [1, 104]

This reveals an interesting result. There is no difference in
repertoire between the “no remix” students, and the repertoire
of the original programs written by the students who worked
with remixes. It appears that remixing is being used to copy
code without learning new concepts or understanding the code.
The fitted regression line (red line) also shows upward
trend for cumulative repertoire with the increase in number
of remixes.
To test whether more advanced learning can take place,
we now use elementary patterns (Table I) for the analysis
instead of Brennan and Resnick’s mapping of Scratch blocks
to CT concepts [24] that were used previously in [7]. We
measure the occurrence of important programming concepts
and elementary patterns in both original and remixed projects
for each user, and show the results of different combinations
in Table V.
There were 5,257 users out of 9,141 (57.51%) who had one
or more remixed projects and the remaining 3,884 (42.49%)
users had no remixed project. Hypothesis H2 (from [7])
suggests that users with more remixes are likely to learn
new CT concepts and then use these new concepts in their
original (non remixed) projects. In Table V we try to show
a broader view of the overall situation. We compare different
combinations to test the role of remixing in learning new CT
concepts. The aim is to reveal the impact of remixing activity
on the use of CT concepts.

TABLE V
E LEMENTARY PATTERNS IN BOTH O RIGINALS AND R EMIXED
Item

if
ifelse
nestedif
list
repeat
forever
until
search
pal
ls
gls
laah
pl
var

Users with one or more remix (5257)

Used in both
originals and
remixed (%)
52.62
20.92
15.16
4.20
48.60
66.96
18.09
10.63
0.99
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.53
46.28

Used in
originals
only (%)
12.14
10.98
11.19
4.30
15.00
9.17
9.28
15.08
2.05
0.08
0.06
1.85
2.61
13.87

Used in
remixed
only (%)
18.20
28.61
21.72
18.77
24.28
16.72
31.16
13.81
13.14
0.32
0.13
1.86
6.52
23.15

Users
with no
remix
(3884)
(%)

70.21
25.44
17.71
3.76
63.73
79.27
23.97
24.23
1.47
0.03
0.00
1.03
3.35
62.31

There are a few observations that can be made from the
results of the table. We see that it cannot be guaranteed that
a CT concept used in remixed projects will be learned or
adapted by users remixing the projects, although the likelihood
of using some blocks increases. The frequent blocks with
higher usage percentages (if, repeat, forever) are likely to be
used anyway, no matter the amount of remixing. On the other
hand, the usage of more sophisticated blocks and patterns
(list, pal, ls, gls, laah, pl) does not seem to be influenced
by remixing, and their usage remains very low. For example
there were 31.16% of the users who had used an “until”
block in remixed projects, but it wasn’t found in any of
their own original projects. A similar case can also be seen
with “Process All Items” (pal), where 13.14% of users had
this in a remix, but only 0.99% used in their own original
programs when they had observed it in a remixed program.
This provides further evidence to the observation made earlier
that users might just be copying the code and not learning
from it. Of course, remixing may be playing other important
roles, such as enabling students to build confidence or gain
experience with larger projects, and just because a student
doesn’t use something they have observed in original projects
doesn’t mean that they didn’t engage with it in the remixed
project. However, while basic constructs like “forever” are
being picked up, patterns involving more than one construct
don’t appear to be.
IV. LOC AND U SE OF PATTERNS DURING REMIXES
In order to investigate this more carefully, we investigated
how LOC and use of patterns changes with each remix of
a project. To do this, we took 1 million Scratch projects
randomly selected from a list of projects ids (120000000 –
200000000). The random selection helps to remove some of
the threats to validity (such as only focusing a smaller point
in time, or projects from a specific user) and provides a large

enough sample to be representative of the population. Out of
1 million processed projects only 150,320 were still accessible
— other projects were were either deleted or not shared
anymore. We also took two further samples and processed
296,962 and 210,250 Scratch projects respectively by requesting project IDs in the sequence (260895723 – 260598761) and
(228653285 – 228863535). Using three samples addresses the
possibility of using a non representative sample (contiguous
projects are more likely to cover a related group of students
or projects written at a similar time). For the first sample,
out of 150,320 projects, 41,734 were remixed and rest of the
108,586 projects were original. This gives us a percentage of
27.76, which is fairly representative of the population, as in
the analysis of all three samples the percentages were similar
(29.75, 27.62, 27.76). Since the difference is minor so we
combined the results of all of the samples.
In the first step we selected only the projects that were
remixes of other projects i.e. we discarded all the projects
that were original projects (not remixes of any other projects).
This gave us 64,372 projects out of 1.5 million projects.
This low proportion is due to many projects that were not
shared anymore, or deleted, combined with our criteria for the
program being a remix.
One of the key reasons for analyzing remixed projects
is to investigate whether remixing promotes progression in
programming skills. One way to check this is to count the
number of elements (line of codes or blocks, referred to as
LOC) added with each remix starting from the root project
(a remixed project that isn’t a remix itself). We found the
average number of blocks in remixed projects and compared
it with average number of blocks in root projects, which was
283.58 and 253.54 respectively. That is, there is an average
difference of 30 blocks added to root projects, ignoring the
level of remixes (remix depth) between the root and the
remixed project. Some of the interesting results are shown
in Table VI.
TABLE VI
R EMIX STATISTICS
Average number of blocks (LOC) in root projects
Average number of blocks (LOC) in remixed projects
Percent of projects with no change from root project
Percent of projects with no blocks

348.46
376.82
20.92%
2.88%

We show the five number summaries for root projects
compared with remix projects in Table VII. This shows a
definite increase in the number of blocks in remixed projects
compared to root projects. Of course, this raises the question
of whether this increase a sign of better programming skills
or not. Also, if a project has multiple remixes from root to
final version, it could be remixed by users of varying skills.
Based on the results from previous sections, an increase in the
number blocks is not a clear sign of learning, although it does
show that most of the time users are embellishing projects,
although about one in five projects are simply copied from
the parent project.

TABLE VII
F IVE NUMBER SUMMARY FOR ROOT AND REMIX BLOCKS
Root
Remix

min
0
0

Q1
2
14

median
22
39

Q3
92
131

max
49418
49418

We track the progress of each project through remixes and
show the difference between the root project and the final
version. This will show us how much contribution remixing
has made to projects. We have also kept our analysis limited to
blocks which are closest to computational thinking concepts,
in our opinion.
To obtain a more meaningful measure, we return to the
LOC, especially of simple patterns, as these can suggest more
sophisticated use of programming elements. Table VIII shows
the occurrence of important programming elements in Scratch
programs for root and remixed projects. The second column,
“Root”, shows the average number of particular blocks in root
projects, and the “Remix” column shows the average number
of blocks in remixed projects. The ”Usage” columns are there
to help develop a better understanding of the difference, as
they show the percentage of projects having the specific block
in the root and remixed projects respectively.
TABLE VIII
R EMIX AND LEARNING
Item
if
ifelse
nestedif
list
repeat
forever
until
variable

Root
7.24
3.31
12.73
1.70
3.94
4.52
1.64
8.91

Remix
8.02
3.57
12.87
1.68
4.47
5.74
1.69
9.32

usage root
35.67
19.22
15.68
8.07
37.57
52.43
21.32
36.44

usage remix
44.34
24.52
18.11
9.19
49.24
67.13
23.95
41.93

All these numbers enable us to view a better picture of
the actual situation and help us to interpret the data. We see a
slight increase in the average number of each block in remixed
projects, except for “list”, where it is decreases slightly, but
this increase is minor. The usage of each block does increase
notably in remixed projects for most blocks though, and it
can be stated that remixing does improve the repertoire of
blocks to some extent. Another important point to consider is
that although usage is increasing, still the usage of important
blocks is quite low (less than 50% except for “forever”). This
highlights that more than 50% of the projects are missing the
use of basic programming elements.
We also checked for some higher forms of programming
skill in the shape of elementary patterns in remixed projects,
compared with their root projects. Table VIII showed that
although the coverage for important programming elements
was 50% and below, they could still be found consistently.
Now we show what happens when we add an extra layer
of sophistication when we check for the use of elementary
patterns (loop-based patterns). The results are shown in Table
IX.

TABLE IX
R EMIXING AND LEARNING : ELEMENTARY PATTERNS
Item
search
pal
ls
gls
laah
pl

Root
0.29
0.47
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.01

Remix
0.31
0.45
0.004
0.002
0.002
0.02

usage root
6.56
4.78
0.05
0.02
0.18
1.07

usage remix
8.13
4.98
0.05
0.02
0.20
1.20

There is a notable change in results when we add an
additional level of sophistication and check for the use of
simple patterns: the averages in root projects are almost zero
and remixing plays no part in improving the situation. The
usage is 1% and less except for “Search” and “Process All
Items” (pal).
Next, in Table X we show the distribution of projects based
on their remix depth. To observe the effect of the depth of
remixes, we measure the average LOC on the basis of remix
depth. This is shown in Table XI.
TABLE X
D ISTRIBUTION OF P ROJECTS BASED ON R EMIX D EPTH
Number of projects with undefined remix depth
Number of projects with remix depth of one
Number of projects with remix depth of two
Number of projects with remix depth of three
Number of projects with remix depth of above three
but less than fifty
Number of projects with remix depth of above fifty

2,975 (4.62%)
48,420 (75.22%)
6,383 (9.92%)
4,714 (7.32%)
1805 (2.80%)
74 (0.11%)

It can be observed that majority of projects (75.22%) have
one level of remix and the second major group is with 2 to
3 levels of remixes, with a combined percentage of 17.24%.
So these two groups are of particular interest to us. The other
groups will be used for exceptional cases analysis. Table XI
also reveals that each addition of remix level leads to more
LOC.
Next we show the use of patterns in remixed vs root projects
and how they compare on the basis of level of remixes.
Figure 2 shows the overall picture of the average use of
patterns and important programming constructs regardless of
the remix level. Though small, it shows an improvement in
remixed projects vs. root projects in some cases. However,
the improvement appears to be minor in and nothing seems to
have a big increase perhaps with the exception of “forever”. It
can also be noted that the use of six elementary patterns is very
TABLE XI
D ISTRIBUTION OF P ROJECTS BASED ON R EMIX D EPTH
Description
LOC for projects with remix depth of one
LOC for projects with remix depth of two
LOC for projects with remix depth of three
LOC for projects with remix depth of above
three but less than fifty
LOC for projects with remix depth of above
fifty

Root
284.18
583.57
201.05
297.31

Remixed
294.96
601.82
230.43
510.74

96.82

991.84

In Figure 4, where remixes that are 2 or 3 deep are shown,
the improvements become more visible in some primitives
while other patterns and programming elements are used less.
The figures 3 and 4 with a remix depth of 1 to 3 are the
most representative, as it covers 95% of the projects. It is also
clear that with each level of remix LOC tends to increase,
which naturally increases the use of important programming
constructs, but the use of patterns that show more sophisticated
use of programming elements stays very low.

Fig. 2. Average number of patterns in all projects

low; three patterns are used occasionally (Process All Items,
Search, Polling Loop), but the rest are nearly non existent.
For deeper analysis we divide the data on the basis of remix
depth from root to the final version under consideration. This
is shown in Figure 3, which shows similar trends, albeit with
even smaller improvements. The use of “nestedif” is higher
in root projects compared to remixed projects, and also lists
appears to be decreasing slightly in usage in remixed projects.
This indicates the effect on the average from a small number
of projects with huge block count. A very important fact is
that 75.22% of the projects have a remix depth of 1, so this
is the most representative version of the overall picture.

Fig. 3. Average number of patterns in projects with remix depth of 1

Fig. 4. Average number of patterns in projects with remix depth of 2 or 3

V. I NTERMEDIATE R EMIXES
One important thing to consider is that for all projects
having a remix depth of greater than one, there could be any
number of remixes between the root and the project. Although
the majority of projects (75.22%) have a remix depth of one
and the analysis holds true for them, 17.24% of the projects
have a remix depth of 2 or 3, and a further 2.91% have a
remix depth greater than 3. This means there could be any
number of remixes between the root and the project (and in
one case, there were 476 remixes for a project!) Any of those
remixes could completely change the appearance of the project
compared with the root (e.g. remove all blocks and do nothing
else) and the final version could be very different from the root
version, which could impact the results above. To address this,
here we analyze all the intermediate remixes between the root
and the remixed projects to confirm whether this is a big issue
or not.
There were 12,976 (20.15%) projects that had a remix depth
of greater than one. We gathered the block counts (LOC) of the
root and remixed projects and all of the intermediate remixes
and calculated the standard deviation in block count for each
series of remixes. For example, remixed project 135182346
has 3 intermediate remixes from the root (114033547). The

block count for the root project is 36 and for the final remixed
project it is 115. The block counts for each of the intermediate
remixes is 89, 106, and 96 respectively. The standard deviation
for this list is 27.64. We did the same for all 12,976 projects
and calculated the mean and median of the standard deviations,
which came out to be 81.98 and 17.39 respectively. The
median is perhaps more appropriate as it ignores the effect
of a small number of large values. Given that the average
number of blocks in root projects with remix depth over 1
was 400.23 and the average number of blocks in remixed
projects with remix depth over 1 was 454.75, the standard
deviation of 17.39 indicates that the change in block counts
is not substantial compared with the average project size; that
is, it appears that projects are usually only modified a little.
Next we compare the average gain (number of blocks in
remixed projects vs number of blocks in root projects) in all
projects that have a remix depth of 2 or more. The average gain
for the set was +50.28, while the corresponding number for
projects with remix depth of one was +10.78. It highlights that
more remixes generally leads to a higher number of blocks,
i.e. that students are usually adding code to projects.
These results show that the effect of remixes can be unpredictable and while it appears that in general projects have a
small percentage of code added to them in a remix, the size
often changes no more than just a few lines of code. But other
than a small percentage of exceptional cases, the majority of
projects show consistent trends that seem in line with the intent
of having remixing available. While it is possible that the small
change in block counts could reflect most of a project being
deleted and new code added, a manual analysis of a sample
of the projects also showed signs of remixing activity with the
addition of new blocks consistent with the results.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Remixing is popular in the Scratch community, and the aim
of this study was to look at this activity objectively and provide
a broad perspective. We measured block repertoire, block
counts (LOC), and the use of elementary patterns in users’
projects, comparing both their original work and remixed
programs. We compared these measures to gain insight into
the contribution of remixing to learning new CT concepts and
programming techniques. We also investigated the progression
through remixes of programming skills shown via LOC and
the use of elementary patterns, based on tracking changes
between root and remixed projects. To get a more detailed
understanding, intermediate remixes were also counted for the
projects that had a remix depth of greater than one. The results
showed the adoption of some concepts from the program being
remixed, while other concepts didn’t seem to be picked up by
remixing. From this the impact of remixing is not clear, and we
cannot say for sure that remixing activity in Scratch promotes
learning and helps progression. While there are some positive
indicators of simple concepts being picked up, there seems
to be little evidence of more sophisticated constructs being
learned, and this supports the viewpoint that we need better
pedagogy to teach programming to fully utilize the potential

of block based programming in general, and remixing activity
in particular.
Although this work provides a better understanding of the
nature of projects carried out by Scratch users, and especially
remixing based on (large) samples, to gain a better insight we
would next want to track other elements of a user’s learning
journey, such as their use of teaching resources, in-person peer
learning, and teacher direction.
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